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Abstract

Most mobile and embedded devices are battery powered. Hence, their uptime depends on the energy consumptions of the used components. Developers made much effort to optimize hardware in order to reduce their energy consumption. However, we show in this paper that one also has to consider energy awareness in terms of software. In this study we focus on sorting algorithms, which are not only used directly by the user of a device but also very often implicitly by other algorithms. Our experiments show, that different sorting algorithms have different energy consumptions. Furthermore, the experiments show that there is no direct correlation between the time consumptions (complexity) of an algorithm and its energy consumption.

1. Introduction and Motivation

Managing data on mobile devices is always characterized by handling limited resources like memory, CPU performance, or energy supply. Mobile information systems should be able to adapt themselves in order to meet the users requirements. If a maximal uptime of the device is required, the user would (perhaps) agree to slow down the system or to avoid network communications, even if some data gets outdated. However, in order to realize such a resource substitution [12] one needs to have a deep understanding of the interdependencies between the resources and how they are used. In this paper we analyze the influence of using CPU and memory on the uptime of devices by measuring the energy consumptions of different sorting algorithms.

In computer science and mathematics, sorting algorithms are used to arrange elements in a specific order (e.g., numerical or lexicographical order). Efficient sorting is important to optimize the use of search and merge algorithms that require sorted lists. Furthermore, many data(base) management algorithms that implement join (e.g., Sort-Merge-Join) or duplicate eliminating set operations implicitly use sorting algorithms. Even simple operations like SELECT DISTINCT call a sorting method. Therefore, sorting is a hot topic since the dawn of computing and are therefore prevalent in introductory computer science classes. In such classes students learn about sorting algorithms and their classification according to the big-O-notation, their best, worst and average case analysis, as well as time-space trade-offs, and lower bounds. Students tend to select Quicksort as the most favorable sorting algorithm. This is also taken further by the fact that Quicksort is the standard sorting algorithm of many programming languages and libraries.

Although, the appraisal of Quicksort is not wrong from the performance viewpoint. However, it does not reflect the complete picture especially with respect to energy consumption when executing a specific piece of software. Typically, there is a strong believe that software energy consumption is directly related to software performance (i.e., the number of processor cycles directly determines energy consumption). However, other factors such as memory usage or recursion do have an impact, too. The experiments described within this paper show that, at least for specific processor families, Quicksort might be the fastest sorting algorithm but not the most energy-saving one. The experiments show that Insertion sort provides the best rationale between performance and energy consumption.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 lists related works. Section 3 briefly introduces the sorting algorithms researched for this paper. Section 4 describes the experimental setup. Section 5 presents the results of our experiments. Section 6 summarizes and concludes the paper and gives an outlook on future research.
2. Related Work

Due to the orientation towards mobile- and embedded-based systems, several research efforts have investigated into the topic of energy consumption. Optimizing energy consumption is one of the fundamental factors for an efficient battery-powered system. Jain et al. [14] classified these research efforts into four levels of abstraction: the logic design level, the processor level, the operating system level and the compiler level. However, we have classified the research in energy consumption into the two main categories software and hardware. The research, which belongs to the hardware category, attempts to optimize the energy consumption by investigating the hardware usage, such as [7, 19], and innovating new hardware devices and techniques, such as [29, 31].

The research in second category attempts to understand how the different methods and techniques of software and data management affecting the energy consumption in order to achieve a higher power saving. We have classified the research work of this category according to the main factors affecting the energy consumption. These factors are networking, communication, application nature, memory management, and algorithms.

In networking, different research efforts, such as [9, 24], provide new routing techniques that are aware of the energy consumed during routing packets. Others efforts of this category focus on providing energy-aware protocols for transmitting data in wireless networks generally, such as [23, 27], and ad-hoc networks, such as [10]. One of the fundamental techniques proposed to reduce communication is caching technique. The efforts belonging to the communication category introduced several energy-aware caching techniques, such as [26, 4, 32].

Due to Java platform independence, many applications are Java-based. In application nature, we consider the research efforts investigating into the topic of energy consumption for the java-applications and java virtual machine, such as [25, 16, 3, 8]. Memory energy is one of the major energy, which is to be saved. In memory management, several research efforts, such as [15, 21], have provided energy-aware memory management.

In battery-powered systems, it is not enough to analyze algorithms based only on time and space complexity. In the algorithms category, several research proposed energy-aware algorithms for specific functionalities, such as [14] supporting randomness, [22] focusing on cryptographic, and [28] investigating into wireless sensor networks.

The contribution of this paper is the analysis of the energy consumption for sorting algorithms. This paper belongs to the algorithms category. There has been hardly any research on the impact of sorting algorithms with respect to energy consumption. In addition to our recent study on sorting algorithms, we had previous focused on dynamic strategies like resource substitution as means of saving energy [12, 6]. Measurements by other researcher show, that substituting resources might save much energy. The authors of [30] found out that compressing a file by more then 10%, transmitting and decompressing it requires less energy than transmitting it uncompressed.

3. Sorting Algorithms

Sorting appears to be “easy” but its efficient execution by machines is inherently complex. Even today, sorting algorithms are still being optimized or even newly invented. When it comes to mobile systems and information retrieval efficient sorting is a major concern concerning performance and energy consumption. In the following we describe the set of sorting algorithms that were used in the context of this study. This set was defined to comprise the major algorithms that are either used in form of library functions (e.g., Quicksort), are easily programmable (e.g., Bubblesort) or that are regular taught to IT students. In other words, our goal was to cover those algorithms that are in widespread use. More details on them can be found in standard text books on algorithms and data structures such as [17].

Bubblesort is a simple sorting algorithm that belongs to the family of comparison sorting. It works by repeatedly stepping through the list to be sorted, comparing two items at a time and swapping them if they are in the wrong order. Bubblesort has a worst-case complexity $O(n^2)$ and in the best case $O(n)$. Its memory complexity is $O(1)$.

Heapsort is a comparison-based sorting algorithm, and is part of the Selectionsort family. Although somewhat slower in practice on most machines than a good implementation of Quicksort, it has the advantage of a worst-case $O(n \log n)$ runtime.

Insertionsort is a naive sorting algorithm that belongs to the family of comparison-based sorting. In general Insertionsort has a time complexity of $O(n^2)$ but is known to be efficient on data sets which are already substantially sorted. Its average complexity is $n^2/4$ and linear in the best case. Furthermore Insertionsort is an in-place algorithm that requires a constant amount $O(1)$ of memory space.

Mergesort belongs to the family of comparison-based sorting. It has an average and worst-case performance of $O(n \log n)$. Unfortunately, Mergesort requires three times the memory of in-place algorithms such as Insertionsort.
Quicksort [11] belongs to the family of exchange sorting. On average, Quicksort makes \(O(n \log n)\) comparisons to sort \(n\) items, but in its worst case it requires \(O(n^2)\) comparisons. Typically, Quicksort is regarded as one of the most efficient algorithms and is therefore typically used for all sorting tasks. Quicksort’s memory usage depends on factors such as choosing the right Pivot-Element, etc. On average, having a recursion depth of \(O(\log n)\), the memory complexity of Quicksort is \(O(\log n)\) as well.

Selectionsort belongs to the family of in-place comparison sorting. It is designed to search for the minimum value, exchanges it with the value in the first position and repeats the first two steps for the remaining list. On average Selectionsort has a \(O(n^2)\) complexity that makes it inefficient on large lists. Selectionsort typically outperforms Bubblesort but is generally outperformed by Insertionsort.

Shakersort [5] is a variant of Shellsort that compares each adjacent pair of items in a list in turn, swapping them if necessary, and alternately passes through the list from the beginning to the end then from the end to the beginning. It stops when a pass does no swaps. Its complexity is \(O(n^2)\) for arbitrary data, but approaches \(O(n)\) if the list is nearly in order at the beginning.

Shellsort is a generalization of Insertionsort. The algorithm belongs to the family of in-place sorting but is regarded to be unstable. The algorithm performs \(O(n^2)\) comparisons and exchanges in the worst case, but can be improved to \(O(n \log^2 n)\). This is worse than the optimal comparison sorts, which are \(O(n \log n)\). Shellsort improves Insertionsort by comparing elements separated by a gap of several positions. This lets an element take “bigger steps” toward its expected position. Multiple passes over the data are taken with smaller and smaller gap sizes. The last step of Shell sort is a plain Insertionsort, but by then, the array of data is guaranteed to be almost sorted.

4. Experimental Setup

In order to evaluate the actual energy consumption of a processing core executing a certain software artifact a specific evaluation platform is needed. Energy consumption cannot be measured directly at the boards power supply due to various consumers (LEDs, transformers, etc.). We developed an evaluation/measurement platform that directly captures the energy consumption of the core processor (CPU) of an embedded system. It logs all measurement as well as the time the measurement was made to a log file. The log file is then used as basis for calculating the actual energy consumption of the system. In principle, the data acquisition rate should be adjustable. On the one hand this allows to measure energy consumption of single function calls, and on the other hand this allows capturing the energy consumption of long-running programs.

![Figure 1. Platform Overview](image)

Figure 1 shows an overview of the energy measurement platform. The reason for choosing a micro controller is twofold. First, they are in widespread use for embedded applications and second, they do not require an operating system to perform. Thus, measurements can be directly mapped to a specific software artifact (part of) without including effects or (hidden) tasks of the operating system.

The chosen evaluation board (i.e., STK500 or STK501 depending on the processors type) is flashed with an .hex image file using ATMEL’s AVRStudio [1]. Once flashed and rebooted the program is automatically started. Every program sends a TTL level signal [18] at the start and end of its run. This signals are fed into the digital oscilloscope to trigger measurement and logging. Triggering was chosen in order to concretely and correctly measure energy related data of a program run. During program run, the digital oscilloscope measures the voltage drop at a sense resistor embedded into an add-on board (used to ease the change of processors, provide measurement points, etc.) and logs this data to a file. The collected data is then processed in order to calculate the consumed energy values which are finally stored.

4.1. Measurement Theory

Unfortunately, energy consumption cannot be directly measured since it is a function over time. However, energy consumption, measured in Joule, can indirectly be measured by tracking the power \(P_{\text{CORE}}\) that is consumed by
the processor core. This power is the product of the core voltage \( U_{\text{CORE}} \) and the current flow \( I_{\text{CORE}} \):

\[
P_{\text{CORE}} = U_{\text{CORE}} \cdot I_{\text{CORE}} \quad (1)
\]

According to Kirchhoff’s laws, the amperage or current that is required by the core \( I_{\text{CORE}} \) equals the current through a sense resistor \( R_{\text{SENSE}} \):

\[
I_{\text{CORE}} = I_{\text{SENSE}} \quad (2)
\]

Following Ohm’s law \( I_{\text{SENSE}} \) equals the quotient of the voltage \( U_{\text{SENSE}} \) that is measured and the resistor value \( R_{\text{SENSE}} \). Thus, \( I_{\text{SENSE}} \) can be calculated by:

\[
I_{\text{SENSE}} = \frac{U_{\text{SENSE}}}{R_{\text{SENSE}}} \quad (3)
\]

Using Formulas 2 and 3 in Formula 1 thus yields:

\[
P_{\text{CORE}} = \frac{(U - U_{\text{SENSE}}) \cdot U_{\text{SENSE}}}{R_{\text{SENSE}}}
\]

\[
= \frac{(U \cdot U_{\text{SENSE}} - U^2_{\text{SENSE}})}{R_{\text{SENSE}}} \quad (4)
\]

The energy that is consumed by the processor is represented by the integral of the power \( P_{\text{CORE}} \) over time \( t \). When using Formula 4 the consumed energy can be computed by measuring the voltage drop at the sense resistor over time \( t \):

\[
E = \int P_{\text{CORE}}(t) \, dt = \int \frac{U \cdot U_{\text{SENSE}} - U^2_{\text{SENSE}}}{R_{\text{SENSE}}} \, dt
\]

Using mathematical laws this can be simplified to:

\[
E = \frac{1}{R_{\text{SENSE}}} \cdot \int (U \cdot U_{\text{SENSE}}(t) - U^2_{\text{SENSE}}(t)) \, dt
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{100\Omega} \cdot \int (4.93V \cdot U_{\text{SENSE}}(t) - U^2_{\text{SENSE}}(t)) \, dt
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{100\Omega} \Delta t \cdot \sum_{n=0}^{\frac{\pi}{\Omega}} 4.93V \cdot U_{\text{SENSE}}(n \cdot \Delta t)
\]

\[
- U^2_{\text{SENSE}}(n \cdot \Delta t)
\]

Whereby \( R_{\text{SENSE}} \) equals 100Ω, \( U \), as provided by the stabilized power supply, equals 4.93V, and \( n \) represents the number of samples per second that are collected by the data acquisition hardware. Furthermore, the sum transformation assumes that the time interval for one sample results to \( \Delta t = \frac{\pi}{\Omega} \).

4.2. Evaluation Board

The Atmel AVR® STK500 board [2], suitable for developing software systems for AVR Flash micro-controllers, was chosen as the basis for the energy consumption measurement platform. It supports a variety of processors including the ATtiny and AT90 series, as well as support for various ATMega processors (e.g., ATMega8, ATMega8515, ATMega16, ATMega32, ...). In combination with the STK501 expansion board, there is even support for TQFP packages such as those for the ATMega103 or ATMega128). The STK500 board provides several measurement points and jumpers (e.g. for testing the board elements such as core or peripherals). Using the standard supply power one possible measurement point is the VTARGET jumper. VTARGET controls the operating voltage for the board. Unfortunately, the jumper control the operating voltage for all elements of the board including LEDs. Thus measurement data obtained at this jumper might mislead. Therefore, we decided to directly measure the core current.

As the STK500 does not provide a measurement point for measuring the core current directly, a measurement add-on board that provides such a point was created. This add-on board also provides a sense resistor, \( R_{\text{SENSE}} = 100\Omega \), through which power is fed to the core. The voltage drop at this resistor is used to measure the actual core amperage.

4.3. Measurement

In the context of this paper we conducted two different experiment series. The first series measured the energy consumption of different sorting algorithms with fixed size data (integer values), running on different AVR processors (e.g., ATMega16, 32, and 128). The second series examined the same algorithms but with varying data sizes (array lengths from 0 to 1,000) that were executed on a ATMega128 processor. In addition, we equipped the processor with external SRAM (64 Kbyte) by adding an IDT 71124 memory chip to the STK501, to evaluate the impact of external storages.

Both series measured the consumed energy (in Joule) for every algorithm concerning the use of random (equivalent for all algorithms), pre-sorted and reverse sorted data to cover best, average and worst case scenarios. To level-out measurement errors each measurement cycle covers multiple executions of the algorithm using the same data.

In addition we rerun the second series using float values instead of integers. This was done in order to confirm the findings obtained in [13] concerning the impact of data types onto energy consumption. Results of all runs are presented in the following section.

5. Measurement Results

This section discusses the results of the different experimental runs concerning the energy consumption of sorting algorithms. Please note that all figures in this section use accumulated, non normalized values. Results are sums of
measurements results of random, sorted and reverse-sorted data and are accumulated for 1,000 cycles (1st series) or 500 cycles (2nd and 3rd series).

5.1. 1st Series Results

The first experiment series was performed in order to evaluate if software energy consumption, as widely believed, is strongly correlated to software performance (i.e., the number of execution cycles is solely responsible for energy consumption). Therefore we executed a number of standard sorting algorithms on different processors of the same processor family (i.e., AVR), whereby the consumed energy (see Figure 2), the execution time (see Figure 3) as well as the number of cycles (see Figure 4) were measured. The latter two were obtained by using the AVR simulator of AVRStudio.

![Figure 2. Energy Consumption in Joule](image1)

Initially, the results regarding the energy consumption of different sorting algorithms reveal that, in contrast to our assumption, sorting algorithms such as Insertionsort (Complexity of \(O(n^2)\)) require significant less energy than high-performance algorithms such as Quicksort (Complexity of \(O(n \log n)\)). When looking at the measurement results in detail (see Table 1) it is obvious that this observation is valid and visible across different processors of the same family. Another observation is that energy consumption grows with the inbuilt flash memory size (15 KByte, 32 KByte, and 128 KByte). Interestingly, recursive Quicksort outperforms Insertionsort when running on the ATMega16 but is clearly behind at all other platforms. The reason is that both the table as well as the figure represent the accumulated values (random, sorted, reverse sorted), and recursive Quicksort failed (out of memory) to sort the sorted and reverse sorted data. Therefore the presented value is much lower.

![Figure 3. Execution Time in ms](image2)

Concerning execution time (Used clock speed is 4 MHz) and the number of cycles, measured by using the AVR Simulator, the results are as expected. Although the data shows some variation (based on known bugs of the simulator) in general execution times as well as cycles are equivalent across processors. This was expected since all processors share the same underlying general processor architecture (32-Bit RISC architecture).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>ATMega 16</th>
<th>ATMega 32</th>
<th>ATMega 128</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quicksort</td>
<td>1.75512543</td>
<td>2.81011993</td>
<td>6.23613061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec. Quicksort</td>
<td>0.29129773</td>
<td>1.74990436</td>
<td>1.34277509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heapsort</td>
<td>2.32297133</td>
<td>2.40095542</td>
<td>1.41553614</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectionsort</td>
<td>4.57815693</td>
<td>4.79988872</td>
<td>7.34683611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insertionsort</td>
<td>0.84676042</td>
<td>0.89242487</td>
<td>0.19354049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bubble sort</td>
<td>3.32082315</td>
<td>3.47428503</td>
<td>5.00953535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec. Mergesort</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>2.51828957</td>
<td>3.79429838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mergesort</td>
<td>1.20876675</td>
<td>1.26170261</td>
<td>1.77062786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shakersort</td>
<td>1.23652935</td>
<td>1.28654427</td>
<td>0.12360697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shellsort</td>
<td>1.18973835</td>
<td>1.25254496</td>
<td>0.86786955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Energy Consumption in Joule

When looking at the detailed measurement results (see Table 2) we can see that execution time follows the complexity class of the algorithms. However, it is interesting to see the differences in execution time between recursive (tuned) and non-recursive variants of the same algorithms (e.g., Quicksort). This leads to the assumption that the use of recursion might improve performance, but will definitively increase energy consumption.
5.2. 2nd Series Results

The second experiment series had two different goals: First, to measure the energy consumption of sorting algorithms for growing data sizes (i.e., number of elements to be sorted). Second, to evaluate the impact of using external memory on energy consumption (i.e., beyond the energy needed for powering the memory chip).

Concerning the first goal, we measured the energy consumption of a algorithm subset of the first run (wrt. random, sorted and reverse sorted data) for increasing length of data (0 - 1,000 elements). The subset comprises Quicksort (standard and refined), Mergesort (standard and refined), as well as Insertionsort. In general, sorting varying (probably large) data sizes may require a huge amount of memory especially when it comes to recursive and non in-place algorithms.

The obtained measurement results (see Figure 5) in general confirm the results of the previous experiment series by showing that Insertionsort consumes significantly less energy than other algorithms such as Quicksort or Mergesort, although these belong to another (better\(^2\)) complexity class.

Regarding the second goal, we extended the microprocessor’s inbuilt SRAM memory (from 4 KByte to 132 KByte) by integrating an external memory chip (i.e., K6R1008C1C-JC12) to the evaluation board. At a first glance (comparing data of run 1 and 2) it is obvious that using external memory requires significantly more energy (i.e., for Insertionsort the energy consumption for sorting 1000 random elements raised from 0.03 to 4.11 Joule (500 execution cycles). The difference cannot be explained by the standard energy the additional chip requires since the differences between both curves strongly diverge with growing data size. This supports our assumption that moving data to/from external memory and addressing/managing these additional memory cells has a price and should be considered when planning a system.

In order to visualize the differences between algorithms and to indicate the growth of energy consumption we interpolated trend functions for each algorithm while watching the related square of the correlation coefficient, representing the quality of the trend, which should be as close as possible to one. It appears that for most cases these functions are quadratic (e.g., the trend function of Quicksort is \( t(x) = x^{1.1388} \cdot 0.1533 \), where \( x \) is the number of processed data items). The curves of these trend functions, using values between 0 an 10,000, are shown in Figure 6. Although growth and differences are nicely visualized the trend functions cannot be used for estimation purposes.

An interesting result shown in Figure 5 is that the energy consumption of “high-performance” algorithms such as Quicksort or Mergesort are quite close. In addition the curves related to Quicksort show several peaks due to large

\(^2\)In fact, sorting 1,000 randomized elements with Insertionsort took 71.3 ms, whereas Quicksort needed 8.8 ms.
shifts within memory. These characteristics can be utilized in the context of managing energy consumption based on user profiles. If a user decides that he would like to use a high-performance algorithm while, at the same time, optimizing energy consumption the curves can be used to select the "best" algorithm, user-driven depending on the size of the data to be sorted. In detail, the plan is to use quasi-interpolations based on trigonometric splines to interpolate the function of each curve. These functions can then be used as "cost functions" at runtime.

However, before generalizing the obtained results by using cost functions, etc. we have to state that currently all results are limited to the AVR processor family. Generalization requires to rerun the experiments using different processor families.

5.3. Impact of Data types

According to [13] the energy consumption of an MPEG-algorithm was largely affected by the used data types (e.g., by replacing double by float the algorithm’s energy consumption was reduced to 34% and the required number of cycles reduced to 35%. Following these ideas we are currently rerunning the 2nd experiment series using float instead of integer values. Initial results (see Figure 7) show that although data sizes were simply doubled (i.e., 2-Byte integer was replaced by 4-Byte floating point numbers), the algorithm requires significantly more energy. Interestingly, the differences are not simply correlated with a factor of two. Beneath additional memory requirements one reasons for this growth might also be the realization of the floating point unit (FPU) of the processor. AVR processors do not have a physical (i.e., hardware) FPU, but provide a software based simulation. This software FPU might be responsible for the extremely high energy requirements. In summary, the initial results indicate, that for developing energy-efficient applications it is important to select appropriate data types. This has not only an impact on stored data but also on the definition of hash functions, etc.

6. Summary, Conclusions and Outlook

The overall goal of our research is to realize mobile information systems that adapt their resource usage with regard to the users requirements. So far, such adaptations were mostly researched on the hardware level only. In this paper and its underlying experiments we analyzed the energy consumptions of sorting algorithms, as this class of algorithms is essential for managing data. Based on the findings of Marwedel [20] and our measurement results we see that memory requirements are crucial concerning energy consumption. Therefore, in-place sorting algorithms such as Insertionsort are more energy efficient than others. Furthermore, we discussed first experiments that show that not only the algorithm themselves but also the used data types influence the energy consumptions. We assume that processing floating point numbers requires more energy than processing integer values. However, more precise evaluations on this are part of ongoing research. Furthermore, we currently implement more complex algorithms like Sort-Merge-Joins and Nested-Loop-Join in order to measure their energy consumptions. In addition we plan experiments with more complex hardware platforms like ARM based systems and will also use mobile phones and PDAs in order to reach a more general understanding of the energy consumptions of algorithms.
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